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Cyvatar today announced two more prestigious industry award wins, this time as 2021

Global InfoSec award winners for the Cutting-Edge in Cybersecurity-as-a-Service

(CSaaS) and the Most Innovative SecOps-as-a-Service, by Cyber Defense Magazine--

the industry’s leading electronic information security magazine.

This year marks Cyber Defense Magazine’s ninth year of honoring global InfoSec

innovators. Its submission requirements are for any startup, early-stage, later stage, or

public companies in the information security space who have a unique and compelling

value proposition for their product or service.

“We’re thrilled to receive one of the most prestigious and coveted cybersecurity awards

in the world from Cyber Defense Magazine,” said Cyvatar Co-Founder and Chief

Executive Corey White. “We knew the competition would be tough, and with top judges

who are leading infosec experts from around the globe, we couldn’t be more pleased.”.

Award judges are CISSP, FMDHS, CEH, certified security professionals who voted based

on their independent review of the company submitted materials on the website of each

submission including but not limited to data sheets, white papers, product literature, and

other market variables.

“We scoured the globe looking for cybersecurity innovators that could make a huge

difference and potentially help turn the tide against the exponential growth in

cybercrime, said Gary S. Miliefsky, Publisher of Cyber Defense Magazine. “Cyvatar is

absolutely worthy of these coveted awards and consideration for deployment in your

environment.”

CDM has a flexible philosophy to find more innovative players with new and unique

technologies, than the one with the most customers or money in the bank. CDM is always

asking “What’s Next?” so we are looking for Next Generation InfoSec Solutions.

Whether you’re a small business starting from scratch or need to amplify your existing security

investments, Cyvatar is here for you. Get started for free or reach out to Cyvatar at CYVATAR.AI.
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Cyvatar Wins Two 2021 Global Infosec Awards

About Cyber Defense Magazine

With over 5 Million monthly readers and growing, and thousands of pages of searchable

online infosec content, Cyber Defense Magazine is the premier source of IT Security

information for B2B and B2G with our sister magazine Cyber Security Magazine for B2C.

We are managed and published by and for ethical, honest, passionate information

security professionals. Our mission is to share cutting-edge knowledge, real-world stories

and awards on the best ideas, products and services in the information technology

industry. We deliver electronic magazines every month online for free, and special

editions exclusively for the RSA Conferences. CDM is a proud member of the Cyber

Defense Media Group.

Learn more about us at https://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com and visit

https://www.cyberdefensetv.com and https://www.cyberdefenseradio.com to see and

hear some of the most informative interviews of many of these winning company

executives. Join a webinar at https://www.cyberdefensewebinars.com and realize that

infosec knowledge is power.
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Cyvatar is committed to cybersecurity for everyone. As the industry’s first subscription-

based, cybersecurity-as-a-service (CSaaS) company, it’s our mission to transform the way

the security industry builds, sells, and supports cyber solutions. We empower our

members to achieve successful outcomes by providing expert advisors, proven

technologies, and a strategic process roadmap to guarantee results that map to their

business drivers. Our approach is rooted in proprietary ICARM (installation,

configuration, assessment, remediation, maintenance) methodology that delivers smarter,

measurable security solutions for superior compliance and cyber-attack protection

faster and more efficiently, all at a fixed monthly price. And because we’re a subscription,

members can cancel anytime. Cyvatar is headquartered in Irvine, California with

locations around the world. Begin your journey to security confidence at CYVATAR.AI

and follow us on LinkedIn and Twitter.
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